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Introduction by Hearne Pardee
Am unt, sitatus que nonsed most pratur accuptiur?
Eheniet voluptatem net rehent endit labora numetur a custores
maximincia quid mod erro beatur rehendipsam fuga. Tem re est disi
temque atiaes dolupta spercii scidipsum in re, siminulpa eumquam
cus que nist voluptae sequi odi aut ratus evenimint poreper itatemp
oratet re consequame pa ius ilis etus enimper natesed ut eatur at
volore, sunt, ab idest, conesenis dusapit estiis vit quissitae quo tem
assum quunto cone latis aliqui quid quas aut que con nulpa sequas
reratur sum laboreh enihil illa doluptatia estempo reicid unt am, ipis
simporia accus cuptas non ne eostiis ea niento quatur aliquid undebit
lis quam eatur, solores tionsequi nos eum sum, untinverion nese
volorporum repelit arcit offictibus minvenimus voluptu rionsequate sit,
occaboria veliquo optae plaut pliquiaspit offictur aut quis enducimin
reium excerum que estrum imus quiberi orehent dolorum sin nobis
pliquodi asperemquiae delluptas quibus, quis sum renietur rendae
et min consend erionsequo optas eius adit et volenis simusam quam
aceatem ut veleniat volori dolorepuda doluptae. Uciunt que voluptae
velicimus ipsanitias molupta de plisciis quatissit quid untur?
Luptatur, seditat optamus doluptas molore volupta tiorum necti ipsunte
mquodit aut fugiaspienis veliani occum faccus, offictemqui coris sum,
archil ipsus apeliqu untorisquiam fugiam voluptatum vel et endi di blab
int aut apis de aut ut ut quunt pa dolum volorio runtio etur? Occupta
temolup taquiatur aut plique rerum quati beatem hitis volore vidit ut
quisit volorum enduntota veris eliquibus.
Omnis sed es quam quo quia qui ommo comnihil illest, volorit
atisquam eribus est ipid et rempore icatem nullenim in netur? Solorro
occaturem quunducilit, offic to is quam reptatquidem fuga. Fernam,
cus rae doluptae prest quodis quo beatque rehende nem id magniae
sciatum eosapero quaercid mos ut quam, qui omnimaion rempe volum
de molorem ium quas velectat haribusam, sequo tem. Sed minulloreici
occus.
Untem qui occus. Od magnistis as et qui aliscitat.
Itiis dolent as moluptae. Et ea quis reicim seque quibus et fugiae liqui
cori debisci minvento ipide nos dolo evenis qui dolupta into minctiosa
volorepella volut facil id et, occab in ero te nientur erchicatem fugit
laborpo rumendem debitiu ndamusd aeriaspero oditiam repudit aut
que plianducim voluptataque milisti alis as eost ullorum corporiatur?
Quiam etur as as exernat emporum ute acculpa sinvenda soluptu
ribusdandam et es sumenim enesto delit labo. Ut ressincim ni diae
inum fugit moluptatem volorenem quate dolores cidipsum qui ant
5

Jen Cohen
Mainstream American English gets stodgy if it can’t continually
reenergize itself with neologisms from the street. Similarly, when
Western art periodically reaches a dead end it renews itself by
going outside the boundaries of what is acceptable aesthetics.
Picasso and his contemporaries looked at African art; Warhol
looked at advertising and news media. Jen Cohen is part of a
younger generation that is looking at music videos and animated
films that incorporate found material that has lost its former bite.
Using digital effects, they reanimate the corpse of clichéd visual
culture by translating it into the most up-to-date visual language and
worldview.
That’s the form. In terms of content, Cohen is interested in 70s
feminism and its concomitant gynocentric spirituality. The result is
a kind of techno-mysticism, as Cohen has described it. She is too
young to have lived through that period of recent history herself. Her
6

challenge is to find a way to revivify a movement closely associated
with a particular kind of iconography. Her solution is to reinvent
those visual elements with the latest digital technology available
to the artist: highly sophisticated video collage and animation. Her
installation is a ransacking tornado of female allure and attitude
from the past thirty years and beyond.
Cohen integrates still and moving images from disparate times and
sources into an immersive, 180 degree, three-walled set of images
in a stripe centered at the viewer’s shoulder height but expanding
and contracting as well. These images are recontextualized among
colorful shapes of the most dynamic, constantly morphing nature,
along with an appropriately assertive soundtrack; Cohen’s aims
not only to revisit but to reimagine this vintage wine in new virtual
bottles.
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Lisa Rybovich Crallé
For the generation now graduating from MFA programs the movements of their teachers’ generation(s)
have become both inspiration and target for parody. Lisa Rybovich Crallé’s sculptures often begin
with labor-intensive objects that look like the fiber art of the 70s and 80s: this would include bundling,
draping, binding, coiling, wrapping, stitching and more. However, her packages of bound sticks, for
example, turn out to be wires wrapped in tape, an inversion of the “nature is better than the manmade”” values of the textile crowd.
The sculptor Nayland Blake talked about his early work as props, that walking into his installations was
an invitation to fantasize about what one might get up to in his stage-set like spaces. Crallé writes about
the impact on her generation of anonymous social constructions that are generated on line—how we
shape a persona for facebook, for example. Such a manufactured self allows one to approximate a
sometimes more, sometimes less-than-accurate self portrayal, but one that is perhaps more attune
to desire than reality. She goes on to suggest that, like Blake, her sculpture can be seen as props for
anonymous play.
Crallé offers for her thesis exhibition an installation of large objects, many of which refer to craft—her
balls of laboriously wrapped wire, a tar-like black, look like Sheila Hicks fabric objects married to
David Ireland’s concrete dumb balls. When placed on top of a black stool seemingly from a German
Expressionist movie set of the 1920s, or a Constructivist or Bauhaus event, she achieves the kind of
theatrical strangeness that Robert Wilson does on stage. Her work is rendered in black, white and offwhite, in part to convey how we see most of the twentieth century in film and photography. These odd
formless objects, of inexpensive Xerox paper, paper maché, and the like, are, to steal her apt phrase,
at once “receptacles for pattern,” and toys to incorporate into our private fantasies.
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Manuel Fernando Rios
In the 1980s painter Peter Halley became highly regarded for his
hard-edged abstract paintings that in fact—or so he insisted—
depicted electrical and architectural systems. This ushered in
an era that is still with us in which abstraction in contemporary
painting is grounded in real-world representation. Manuel Rios
paints over found bed linens that come with striped patterns. In
a way then, every one of his map-like works are painted-over
Agnes Martins, as though the Queen of Minimalism were hiding
beneath his maps. It’s fun to imagine Rios being the opposite
of Halley, saying, “This painting looks like a map but it’s really
a minimalist abstract painting, I’ve just rolled up the lines into
country shapes.”
There’s another way to articulate this flip flop that Rios’s work
suggests. Several painters of recent vintage have chosen to think
about maps, notably the Belgian Wim Delvoye and the Bay Area
artist Lordy Rodriguez. Their map paintings and drawings refer
to realistic political representations of fantasy countries; for Rios
the exploration is about the shapes and lines—the morphology—
of how maps work. His formal research approach culminates
in pieces that look as though a mapmaker and a camouflage
designer collaborated on a project.
Maps are of course utterly abstracted representations of the
natural world; only the human mind could be so weird as to
conceive and utilize maps. That is, all maps are abstract visual
works based on representations of how we perceive reality. For
Rios, then, his paintings are not so much about the world itself as
they are about how we attempt to share information about how
our eyes and brains work.
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Benjamin Rosenthal
Benjamin Rosenthal’s MFA exhibition is probably the first by a UC
Davis graduate student that exists as much in the virtual world and
other invisible realms as it does in the gallery. Central to his project is
an interactive web site called Administrative Maximum: Towards the
End of the Broadcast. Just as vital is his radio piece sited, invisibly, in
the air of the gallery, anchored to our visual world only by the small
gadgets necessary for sending and receiving radio information, spread
around the gallery.
The model that Rosenthal is most interested in exploring is social
control as manifested in everything from Facebook to the prison
system. The argument is that there is a poison pill inherent in all social
media, that the multiple forms of entertainment and organization that
we can access on line have a catch: we are unknowingly trained
and coerced to think and behave in subtly coercive fashion by our
toys. Like the notion that agriculture is the way that corn has learned
to manipulate us to grow it, Rosenthal argues that unseen and
unacknowledged forces are manipulating the direction that technology
takes us. Free will is an illusion kept alive by the availability of choices
that are numerous but meaningless, like the “door close” button on
an elevator that gives the illusion of control but is actually wired to
nothing.
True person-to-person communication uninflected by commerce or
political order is poignantly proposed in Rosenthal’s anonymous radio
station. His baroque and aggressive video site is like being lost in
a particularly vicious voice mail phone tree to nowhere. His models
of isolating penitentiary architecture are concrete realizations of the
delimiting and isolating nature of much of what capitalist society has to
offer in this dark vision of early 21st century life.
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Matthew Taylor
Thirty years later I still can remember the most frightening adult
nightmare I ever experienced. The essence was that a huge
dreadful living darkness leapt out at me with no intention of doing
me any good. Matthew Taylor is haunted by similar dark shapes,
if more aesthetic and persistent than fearsome. They intrude not
on his sleep but on his paintings.
Like most young painters, found or original photographs inspire
his canvases. However Taylor also finds that central to the
construction of his work are often recurring figures, vague and
shapeless but real and very present, which his canvases must
accommodate. A young parent, there are many references to his
relationship to his family that might not be readily apparent to the
uninformed viewer, but are consistent and reiterated. However,
the increasingly dominant motif in the works is an architectural
reference that give a sense of structure to the imagery: a large
Victorian arched glass ceiling, after the kind that is found in Milan
and elsewhere in Europe, from the first indoor malls. Taylor often
finds this image providing a roof at the top of his paintings.
Most painters shun prettiness, for its association with superficiality
and saccharine sentimentality. Beauty too has been put aside in
much contemporary art, as anachronistic; you’re supposed to be
raw and awkward. Taylor’s color palette and brushiness skirts the
boundaries of prettiness against which he must be on his guard.
On the other hand he is not afraid of beauty, which for Taylor is
about a perfection of resolution and grace, of private questions
posed and private answers approached.
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Paul Taylor
Paul Taylor is working in the back alley of the art world known as
interventions. This involves making slight, anonymous alterations
to the built or natural environment that only reveal themselves
after close attention is paid. This means that for those of us
too busy to pay much mind to what’s around us, we’re going to
walk right by such work as often as not. Thus the tacit goal of
interventionist artists is to get us to slow down and appreciate
the world, whether for its beauty or ugliness. At a deeper level,
Taylor’s goal is to have us appreciate how very strange the world
is and how readily it can be pushed over the edge into complete
incomprehensibility with a few deft strokes. The world presents
him with a million straight lines and Taylor makes his art up out
of the punch lines.
There is also a political element to this approach: the hope is that
by defamiliarizing the world, we will begin to question the decisions
that shape our existence, usually made by others. The flip side
of this is the humor of a satirist. For example, Taylor noticed the
small circular concrete installations ubiquitous on campus lawns
that are labeled “water” or “electrical.” He surreptitiously dug out
an identical hole and built his own concrete receptacle, labeled
“food.” If one can manage to lift the concrete lid, a few sad cans of
chili are revealed stored in the underground mini-bunker.
Johnny Appleseed, it turns out, was more interested in spreading
the pleasures of fermented apple cider than our modern fruitconsuming habits. Taylor is the Appleseed of aesthetic and
poetic intoxication, sprinkling his inventions about for eventual
discovery by the curious, bored or distracted.
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Mathew Zefeldt
In the Scuola in Venice, to see
Tintoretto’s painted ceiling they give you
a square mirror to hold at your waist,
so you can look down at the ceiling
and thus not strain your neck. Mathew
Zefeldt is a tall man, and he paints at a
scale that reflects the world he inhabits.
For those of us well under six feet, it
means that a visit to his studio can be
a dizzying affair, a glimpse into how the
other (big) half lives. The works in his
MFA show are six feet wide and eight
feet tall; imposing. The subject matter is
how a figure plugs into its ground, but
the content is how mere pigment on
canvas can have a disquieting effect on
our inner ears, followed quickly by our
bodies and then our minds.
Zefeldt’s works are in the modern
tradition of late Guston, utilizing simple
forms—shoe soles, cigars and hoods
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in Guston, cylinders, mountains and
eggs in Zefeldt—to form a vocabulary
of shapes that reappear work-to-work
like characters in a multi-volume novel.
Zefeldt is more painterly than Guston,
utilizing thick, curved accumulations of
scale-like marks to make his surface.
It’s important to note that other sources,
mostly the cartoon and comix tradition,
are major sources for Zefeldt, alongside
fine art.
In one standout work, Core Sample,
he places an enormous tin-can-like
object made up mostly of uniform red,
yellow and blue details inside a black
and white duomo-striped box open to
the viewer. It’s a knockout and at the
highest level of accomplishment in the
area of contemporary painting pursuing
pop-derived sources.
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Image Index
06- Jen Cohen | Venus + X, 2011 | 3-channel HD video
09 installation with sound

27 Paul Taylor | Trailing Off. . . , 2011 | cast concrete, steel, dirt |
sidewalk slab: 54” w x 2” h x 32” d, curb: 29” w x 8” h x 34” d

10- Lisa Rybovich Crallé | The Contender, 2011 | bailing wire,
11 masking tape, industrial felt, fiberfill | 118” x 76” x 28”

28 Paul Taylor | Caution, 2011 | plywood, steel, paint, hardware,
water | 24” w x 40” h x 29” d

11 Lisa Rybovich Crallé | Sentinel (Black Toupee), 2011 | wire,
black masking tape, wood, chicken wire, upholstery foam,
clip-on brooch | 54” x 33” x 30”

29 Paul Taylor | Gate, 2011 | wood, steel, reflector, reflective tape,
paint, concrete, dirt | 125” w x 42” h x 19” d, lot: 500” w x 900” d

12- Lisa Rybovich Crallé | Untitled collage of Thesis Plans
13 (Preparatory Diorama with Stool), studio, and paint cans
14- Manuel Fernando Rios | Lives on the Line (and detail),
15 2011 | acrylic and enamel on bed linen | 87” x 79”

30 Mathew Zefeldt | Core Sample, 2011 | acrylic on canvas |
96” x 72”
31 Mathew Zefeldt | Observation, Or Something Like That, 2011 |
acrylic on canvas | 84” x 63”
32 Mathew Zefeldt | Matter 2, 2011 | acrylic on canvas | 84” x 64”

16- Manuel Fernando Rios | Location location location (and
17 detail), 2011 | acrylic, airbrush, collage, screen print,
shellac, wood finish on wood panel and bed linen |
85” x 58”
18- Benjamin Rosenthal | Administrative Maximum: Towards
21 the End of the Broadcast, 2011 | HTML website with
interactive flash animations, live feeds, and sound |
www.administrativemaximum.net
22- Matthew Taylor | detail from Glass Ceiling, 2011 | oil on
23 panel | 40” x 48”
24 Matthew Taylor | Wall Not Wall , 2011 | oil on panel |
40” x 48”
24- Matthew Taylor | Glass Ceiling, 2011 | oil on panel |
25 40” x 48”
25 Matthew Taylor | Blue, 2011 | oil on panel | 40” x 48”
26 Paul Taylor | FOOD (Help Yourself), 2011 | cast resin with
steel powder, cast concrete, steel, paint, canned food, can
opener, dirt, grass | 14” w x 12” h x 14” d
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33 Mathew Zefeldt | Before It’s Too Late 3, 2011 | acrylic on canvas
| 98” x 72”
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